outrigger

custom designed awnings & sails

OUTRIGGER

why choose an outrigger awning?
protect yourself from all weather – sun, wind and rain.
add value to your home by improving the visual appeal and creating an outdoor living area.
An Outrigger awning is a unique custom designed investment for your home.

save on energy bills – reflect heat and glare from your home.
maximise airflow – designed to breath on all four sides, a taut fabric structure is the coolest structure to
sit under on a hot summers day and allows you to open your doors.
for a stylish, unobtrusive design to blend in with any style of home.

to create your Outdoor Room. An Outrigger awning is the only awning on the market that is strong
enough to be left out in high winds, heavy rain and hail. Outdoor blinds can also be added and gas heaters
can be used.

value for money – high quality materials are used to extend the life of your awning. Awning fabrics have
a life of 15 to 18 years and awning tension is provided by stainless steel marine fittings. When compared with
other alternatives an Outrigger awning is surprisingly cost effective.

peace of mind – an Outrigger awning is an engineered structure. Permanent awnings and sails are
designed to withstand winds to 140 km/h, and retracting awnings are designed to withstand winds from
100 km/h to 140 km/h.

guaranteed – all Outrigger awnings come with a 5 year fabric warranty covering fading, rotting, and mildew,
a 5 year pole and fitting warranty, and a 3 year workmanship guarantee on the stitching, awning assembly
and installation.
An Outrigger awning is unlike any other awning. All awnings are designed to work with the fabric thread lines,
and to evenly distribute tension throughout the entire awning. Combining the traditional sail-making and rigging
methods with 18 years of continuous design development, an Outrigger awning will not stretch, sag or tear.

Every Outrigger awning and sail is individually designed, manufactured and assembled in our Sydney factory,
to ensure design and quality control. After all we know you take pride in your home, which is why we take
pride in our work. That leads to the question,
Why not have an awning that is designed especially for your home?

Our designers create an awning or sail that’s just right for you.
Once you accept our quotation Outrigger Awnings does all the
work for you. Our team will manufacture, assemble and install.
So...
Before you know it you will be enjoying a quiet drink or watching the
kids play safe from the sun’s harmful rays under the cover of your
awning and thinking “Why didn’t I do this sooner”

outrigger awnings
Outrigger Awnings is an Australian company, and all awnings are designed, engineered, and manufactured in
Brookvale, Australia using the best available fabrics and materials.
Our goal is to produce quality fabric structures that stand the test of time. What we aim to provide is:

quality
An Outrigger Awning installation is designed to be stylish, robust, and reliable. All our awnings are
manufactured in Australia utilising premium grade fabrics and stainless steel yacht fittings for awning tension
and adjustment. An Outrigger Awning is a fully engineered structure. This is your guarantee that an Outrigger
Awning will never damage your home or property and will last an exceptionally long time.

price
Our aim is to provide a quality product at a fair and reasonable price. An Outrigger Awning can range from
$200 per square metre for a simple shade awning or sail without poles and frame, up to more than $1000
per square metre for a complex motorised sail with poles and frame. When compared to other alternatives an
Outrigger Awning is surprisingly cost effective.

innovation
Outrigger has a long history of innovation. The company
launched its first awning in 1994 and in 1996 was
granted an Australian patent for the batten awning
design. In 1998 we designed our first retracting awning
and by 2004 we were manufacturing our own motorised
retracting awning mechanism. In 2007 we developed
a unique side screen system which offers the ultimate
solution for robust and durable weather sealed clear pvc
side screens. Every Outrigger Awning benefits from
15 years of design and manufacturing experience and the knowledge gained from over 3000 installations.

environment
Outrigger recognise the importance of sustainability. An Outrigger Awning will improve the environmental
efficiency of your home, by shielding your windows and doors from the direct sun, by reducing the radiant heat
entering your home from tiles and paved areas, and by encouraging you to open up your home and use your
outdoor areas, rather than stay indoors with the air conditioning on.
All Outrigger Awnings utilise pvc and polyester based fabrics that are manufactured in a sustainable process,
for example Ferrari pvc fabrics are fully recyclable and the only waste product from manufacturing is salt.

flexibility
We supply awnings and sails to almost any shape, size,
and colour. A fully custom designed awning will have
unique poles, supports, and fabric design, while a made
to order awning will offer substantial cost savings for a
semi custom design. We enjoy working with customers,
builders, and architects on new and innovative projects.
We pride ourselves on having the flexibility and experience
to always come up with a workable shade solution.
We also offer flexibility in the services we offer. From
supply only, to design, manufacture, and installation,
we will provide the level of service you require.

outrigger awnings
availability
As we design and manufacture all of our awnings
and sails, we can offer a very high level of service and
availability.
Our made to order supply only awnings are offered
with a 3 to 5 week delivery from placement of order.
Our custom designed fully installed awnings are
offered with a 6 to 8 week delivery.
When our awnings require servicing and repairs
we have our team of installers available to send
out on short notice. And as we are the designer,
manufacturer and installer we have extensive
knowledge of the product and its capabilities.

reliability
We have been in the business of manufacturing awnings and sails for over 18 years. It is all we do, and our
goal is to make the highest quality awnings and sails. Outrigger has an excellent reputation and we receive
over 70% of our work through word of mouth recommendations.
It is vitally important to engineer awning and sail installations. The wind load on a fabric structure can be large
and is different to what would normally apply to your home. All Outrigger designs are checked by a qualified
engineer and we fully guarantee all our installations and designs.

cantilevered awnings
An Outrigger Cantilevered Awning can either be a lightweight wall mounted structure with rigid aluminium
arms or a freestanding structure with supporting poles on one side only and either curved, pitched or straight
battens. A cantilevered awning is typically a rectangular shape, however it can be manufactured to almost any
shape. They can be manufactured from either rainproof pvc or pvc coated shade mesh.
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1. Roof mounted cantilevered awning.
2. Cantilevered rainproof awning.
3. Cantilevered sail.
4. Cantilevered pitched awning.
5. Cantilevered rainproof awning.
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sails
An Outrigger Sail is a lightweight demountable fabric structure. It is typically curved on the edges and may be
made to almost any shape, size, and colour. An Outrigger sail can be manufactured from acrylic canvas, Ferrari
502 pvc, Soltis 92 or Outlook woven pvc coated mesh. Designs include triangular and four sided sails, batten
sails, tri-radial or standard cut and retracting sails.
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1. Overlapping triangular sails in Soltis fabric.
2. Overlapping sails in Soltis fabric.
3. Four-sided tri-radial sails in Soltis fabric.
4. Rainproof batten sail in White Ferrari 502 rainproof pvc.

sails
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1. Retracting sail with adjustable height in Natural Sunbrella Plus acrylic canvas.
2. Tri-radial triangular shade sails in Grey Soltis fabric.
3. Freestanding four sided pool shade sail in Outlook Mode fabric.
4. Retracting tri-radial sail in Soltis fabric.

rectracting awnings
An Outrigger Retracting Awning is a lightweight fabric structure which is either motorised or manually operated
via a winch or crank. An Outrigger retracting awning is exceptionally robust and can be left out in high winds
and heavy rain. A retracting awning is typically a rectangular shape with poles or arms, and is manufactured
from Ferrari 502 pvc, Soltis 92, Dicklon32 acrylic canvas, or Outlook woven pvc coated mesh.
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1. Retracting awning with poles, frame and side screen in Soltis 92 Light Grey.
2. Three retracting awnings with four poles in Soltis 92 Light Grey.
3. Two motorised retracting awnings in Vistaweave Ash Grey.
4. Custom awning with braced arms in canvas.
5. Retracting awning with one pole in Soltis 92 Charcoal.

rectracting awnings
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1. Retracting awnings with arms in White Ferrari 502 PVC fabric.
2. Retracting awning in White Ferrari 502 PVC rainproof fabric.
3. Retracting courtyard awning in White Soltis fabric.
4. Three rainproof retracting awnings with gutters in Mastic Ferrari 502 PVC rainproof fabric
(shown partly retracted).
5. Retracting awning with frame in White Ferrari 502 PVC rainproof fabric.
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batten awnings
An Outrigger Batten Awning is a demountable fabric structure with aluminium battens sewn into fabric
pockets. The battens stiffen the fabric, eliminate flapping and ensure the awning does not hold water. A batten
awning is typically a four sided shape, and is manufactured from either Ferrari 502 pvc, Soltis 92 or Outlook
woven pvc coated mesh.
Outriggers batten awning can be designed as a demountable fabric structure. The estimated time to take an
awning down is 40 minutes. However, it is envisaged most batten awnings will be left up permanently and the
design is engineered as a Category One structure.
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1. Pitched batten awnings in White Ferrari 502 pvc fabric.
2. Freestanding rainproof batten awning, in Mastic Ferrari 502 pvc fabric.
3. Batten sail with poles and frame in Vanilla Ferrari 502 pvc fabric.

batten awnings
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1. Batten sail awning in White Ferrari 502 pvc rainproof fabric.
2. Roof mounted curved batten awning in Ferrari 502 rainproof pvc fabric.
3. Cuved Batten Awning in Soltis shade fabric.
4. Batten awning with cantilevered pole in White Ferrari 502 rainproof pvc.
5. Freestanding curved batten awning in White Ferrari 502 pvc rainproof fabric.
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pergola awnings
An Outrigger fabric structure may be the ideal solution for your outdoor area. We custom design and
manufacture retracting awnings, permanent rainproof awnings and sails, clear side screens, and demountable
shade sails – all suitable for pergolas. An Outrigger fabric structure can be made to almost any shape, size and
colour and we generally offer full design, engineering, and fabrication and installation services.
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1. Three retracting awnings with poles and frame and side screens in Soltis fabric.
2. Motorised retracting awning in Soltis fabric.
3. Curved batten awning in White Ferrari 502 pvc rainproof fabric.
4. Retracting shade awnings under existing pergola with side screen on one end.
5. Retracting shade awning over existing pergola.
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side screens
An Outrigger Side Screen is a roller mounted screen which is either motorised or manually operated via a
winch or crank. An Outrigger side screen is exceptionally robust and can be left out in high winds and heavy
rain. A side screen is typically a rectangular shape, and is manufactured from clear pvc, Solits 92, Ferrari 502
pvc or Outlook woven pvc coated mesh.
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1. Clear PVC retracting blinds.
2. Retracting side screens in Soltis fabric.
3. Retracting side screens in Soltis fabric.

carport awnings
Outrigger designs stylish and practical carports, that can be cantilevered from your house or with poles on one
side. Most styles of awnings can be specifically designed as carports, for shade, rain and hail protection.
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1. Freestanding cantilevered batten carport awning in Black Ferrari 502 PVC fabric.
2. Pitched batten awning in White Ferrari 502 PVC fabric.
3. Carport awning in Sandy Beige Ferrari 502 pvc rainproof fabric.
4. Curved batten awning in White Ferrari 502 PVC fabric.

commercial awnings
An Outrigger fabric structure may be the ideal solution for your outdoor area. We custom design and
manufacture retracting awnings, permanent rainproof awnings and sails, clear side screens, and demountable
shade sails.
Outrigger specialises in small to medium sized commercial structures up to 1000 square metres. An Outrigger
rainproof awning can be designed as a single large structure, or alternatively as a series of overlapping sails.
Outriggers retracting mechanism is a unique design we custom fabricate for each installation, enabling us to
manufacture large retracting awnings and to a large selection of rectangular and irregular shapes.
An Outrigger side screen is exceptionally robust and can be left out in high winds and heavy rain. It is the only
screen available with a wind rating of 100 km/h. Side screens can be made from uv stabilised clear pvc, or a
woven pvc mesh shade fabric. Side screens are available in both standard and custom sizes up to 10 metres
wide by 6 metres long for a single screen.
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1. Retracting awnings, Tea Gardens Hotel, Bondi.
2. Clear PVC motorised screens.
3. Retracting awnings, Balmoral Boatshed.
4. Rainproof walkway awning in White Ferrari 502 pvc rainproof fabric.
5. Retracting awnings with arms in black canvas, BITE Cafe, Alexandria.
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poles & operating systems
outrigger retracting mechanisms
Outrigger offer both motorised and manually operated retracting awnings. A motorised awning will utilise an
electronic tube motor housed inside the awning roller. It will be operated by either a hand held remote or a wall
mounted switch. Motorised awnings are most suitable for larger awnings or awnings that will be set up and
retracted on a daily basis. A manually operated retracting awning will utilise either a stainless steel cable winch
or a hand held crank. Manual operation is the more durable alternative for awnings that will be left out for
extended periods.
An Outrigger retracting awning is unique in that it can be left out in heavy rain and high winds. All retracting
awning mechanisms are designed and manufactured in our factory in Sydney.

outrigger poles
An Outrigger awning will usually require either poles or supporting arms. An Outrigger pole will generally be
manufactured from aluminium, galvanised steel, or stainless steel. However poles can also be fabricated from
hardwood timber, brass, carbon fibre, or titanium. Standard poles are either square or round section. Custom
poles can be “I” section, “T” section, or elliptical, and may be tapered if required. Most poles fall within the
range of 40mm to 200mm in diameter.
Aluminium poles are offered with a powdercoat finish with over 160 colours available. Galvanised steel poles
are offered with either a powdercoat or a paint finish. Stainless steel poles are offered with either a No. 4
polish, or a powdercoat finish. All pole fittings are either Harken or Ronstan stainless steel yacht fittings, and
Outrigger have over 150 designs for pole tension and supporting systems.

outrigger supporting arms
For installations when poles are not suitable, Outrigger often manufacture supporting arms. The main
advantage of arms is they do not fall into the line of view when the awning or sail is extended. And for
retracting awnings and sails, the arms lie adjacent to a wall when the awning is retracted, and are virtually out
of sight. An Outrigger supporting arm design is not suitable for all installations as it has limitations on both
extension and height.

poles & operating systems
outrigger frames
Many Outrigger installations require a supporting frame. Often they are an essential component of the design
as many houses are not designed to take the horizontal tension load applied by a large awning or sail. An
Outrigger frame is custom designed to blend in unobtrusively with both the house and the awning. Outrigger
manufacture frames from aluminium, galvanised steel, or stainless steel, and a huge range of standard and
custom sections are available.
Many of our installations are custom manufactured to suit an existing frame or a frame recently built by others.

outrigger tension systems
Stainless steel turnbuckles are used for sails and awnings that are left up permanently. Outrigger utilise marine
grade 316 stainless on all installations. For awnings and sails that are likely to be set up and taken down more
than twice a year, Outrigger use a unique pulley system. This enables the awning to be set up or taken down
in less than 2 minutes. The pulley system utilises Ronstan yacht fittings and where possible is set up as an
internal system inside each pole.

outrigger battens
An Outrigger Batten Awning is a popular awning design which utilises tubular battens. This style of awning
is an Outrigger innovation, which is covered by Australian Patent No.696264. An Outrigger Batten Awning
may be curved, pitched, or straight in profile, and is usually designed as an awning that will be left up
permanently. The aluminium battens sit inside fabric pockets and greatly increase the strength of the awning.
As an added benefit the battens reduce the applied load on the house and increase the scope for interesting
and varied shapes.

fabric information
Outrigger awnings and sails are manufactured using the following fabrics:

rainproof fabrics
• Ferrari Precontraint 502
502 awning PVC is a premium grade fabric which is available in 30 colours. The standard coating is acrylic lacquer,
however the two lightest colours, white and champagne, are available with a PVDF (Teflon) coating. The expected
life of a 502 PVC awning or sail that is left up permanently is 15 to 18 years. 502 awning PVC is a French fabric
which comes with a 5 year manufacturer backed warranty.
• Ferrari Precontraint 702
702 awning PVC is a premium grade heavy duty fabric which is available in 9 plain colours. Outrigger mainly use
the 702 PVC with a PVDF coating, which is only available in white and champagne. The expected life of a 702 PVC
awning or sail that is left up permanently is 18 to 20 years. 702 awning PVC is a French fabric which comes with a 5
year manufacturer backed warranty.
• Dickson Orchestra Acrylic Canvas
This is a premium grade rainproof fabric with the look and feel of traditional canvas. However it offers the following
advantages over traditional canvas; it is resistant to fading, rotting, U.V degradation, mould and mildew, and is
supported by a 5-year manufacturers warranty. This top grade fabric has an excellent coating (Perlguard) for
repelling dirt, and airborne soot and pollution. Dicklon32 is manufactured in France and is available in 27 plain
colours and 49 striped patterns. Dicklon32 is most suitable for retracting awnings and sails, small to medium batten
awnings and roll-up side screens. Under normal conditions the expected life of this fabric is 10 to 12 years.

shade fabrics
• Ferrari Soltis PVC mesh
All Ferrari Soltis fabrics have a smooth surface which minimises the accumulation of dirt and pollution, and is highly
resistant to tearing. The fabric is pre-stretched during manufacture and will not stretch or sag, and is supported by
a 5 year manufacturer backed warranty. The expected life of a Soltis awning or sail that is left up permanently is 12
to 15 years. Soltis 92 is a premium grade shade fabric offering approximately 97% shade. Soltis 92 is available in 48
plain colours. Soltis 86 is a premium grade shade fabric offering approximately 86% shade, ideal for areas requiring
greater light. Soltis 86 is available in 24 plain colours. Ferrari Soltis 93 is a premium grade shade fabric offering
approximately 96% shade, and available in roll widths of 270cm. Soltis 93’s micro-ventilation system naturally
dissipates the residual heat toward the outside, allowing air to circulate and reducing the need for coolers. Soltis 93
is available in 14 plain colours.
• Vistaweave
Vistaweave is a high quality shade fabric offering approximately 94% shade. Vistaweave has a woven surface which
is easy to keep clean with a periodic hose or brush, and is highly resistant to tearing. Vistaweave is available in 14
plain colours and has an expected life of 12 to 15 years for an awning or sail that is left up permanently.
•Sarlon Outlook Mode
Sarlon Outlook is a high grade PVC coated yarn. It offers 94% shade protection. Vistaweave is identical to Outlook,
in the past it has been sourced from a different supplier, however recently Vistaweave has been taken over by
Sarlon. Outlook is manufactured in Australia and Outrigger offers a three-year warranty on all Outlook awnings and
sails. Under normal conditions the expected life of this fabric is 12 to 15 years. Outlook is available in 8 plain colours
and 5 striped patterns. Outlook and Vistaweave are both suitable fabrics for all awnings manufactured by Outrigger.

clear PVC
Outrigger uses 1mm thick heavy duty U.V stabilised clear PVC. This adds to the cost and weight of a clear awning,
however it is far stronger and is more resistant to perforation. Clear PVC is used for both side curtains and roll-up
side screens. It is also available in a variety of coloured tints.

sewing thread - tenara
All Outrigger awnings and sails are stitched exclusively with Tenara sewing thread. Tenara thread is guaranteed to
hold and comes with a 15 year manufacturer backed warranty. Tenara sewing thread consists of pure expanded
PTFE and will retain its strength and stability in extreme and prolonged sunshine.

exterior sun control textiles

Excellent solar protection
Up to 86 % reflective
An excellent balance between
light control and heat protection

An extra wide innovative
heat shield
Heat protection while
maintaining good visibility
towards the outside

Superior solar protection
Up to 97 % reflective
A real heat shield

High performance
for stationary awnings
Heat and weather
protection-100 % waterproof

Color range
Ref.

86-2001
86-2002
86-2003
86-2006
86-2011
86-2012
86-2022
86-2024
86-2027
86-2030
86-2035
86-2040
86-2042
86-2043
86-2044
86-2045

Ref.

Ref.

86-2046
86-2047
86-2048
86-2053
86-2069
86-2077
86-2078
86-2175
92-2001
92-2002
92-2003
92-2004
92-2005
92-2006
92-2007
92-2008

Ref.

Ref.

92-2069
92-2070
92-2072
92-2074

92-2031
92-2032
92-2035
92-2037
92-2039
92-2040
92-2042
92-2043
92-2044
92-2045
92-2046
92-2047
92-2048
92-2051
92-2053
92-2065

92-2009
92-2010
92-2011
92-2012
92-2013
92-2014
92-2016
92-2019
92-2020
92-2021
92-2022
92-2023
92-2024
92-2025
92-2027
92-2030

92-2088
92-2089
92-2090
92-2175
93-3002
93-3003
93-3011
93-3043
93-3044
93-3045
93-3046
93-3047

Ref.

93-3048
93-3051
93-3053
93-3065
93-3070
93-3088
93-3175
502-2148
502-8102
502-2167
502-2160
502-2168
502-2159
502-2163
502-2144
502-1499

Ref.

Ref.

502-8861
502-2164
502-2141
502-1013
502-8341
502-2151
502-2135

502-2165
502-8204
502-2172
502-2166
502-2150
502-2152
502-2156
502-8056
502-2173
502-8284
502-2145
502-2137
502-2138
502-2012
502-2158
502-2149

502-8255
502-2162
502-8450
502-2161
502-2171
502-2136
502-2152
502-1125

www.soltis-textiles.com

Sustainable development

Specification service

Downloading, technical data, references, photos,
description of tenders, and much more. All in
real time.

Ferrari® development is based on strict adherance
to good safety and environmental practices,
that include an understanding of Life Cycle
Analysis (LCA), selection of the best materials,
and eco-design.
The Company obtained its first ISO 14001 certification in 2003.

The Ferrari® specification service is available to
inform you, advise you and suggest innovative
solutions for your specific requirements.
To detail your project, fill in a form under:
www.soltis-textiles.com

CSI Specifications Available

100% recyclable
Ferrari® developed the Texyloop® technology
specifically for the recycling of composite PVC
membranes and textiles. Through the management of its end-of-life products Ferrari® is
committed to sustainable development.

www.texyloop.com
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Fax: +41 (0)44 868 27 27
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NORTH AMERICA
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ASIA - PACIFIC

CHINA

FERRARI RUSSIA
Moscow - RUSSIA
Tel: +7 495 933 65 72
Fax: +7 495 933 65 81

FERRARI TEXTILES CORP.
Florida - USA
Tel: +1 954 942 3600
Fax: +1 954 942 5555
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São Paulo - BRAZIL
Tel/Fax: +56 2 264 1543

FERRARI DUBAI
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Tel: +971 4 886 5506
Fax: +971 4 886 5507

FERRARI HONG-KONG LTD
HONG-KONG
Tel: +852 3622 1340
Fax: +852 3622 1354

FERRARI CHINA
Shanghai
Tel: +86 21 6211 6012
Fax: +86 21 6211 6389

frequently asked questions
what type of awnings does outrigger manufacture?
Outrigger manufactures custom designed sails and awnings as either fixed, demountable
or retracting for almost any outdoor application. They can be made from a rainproof fabric
to create an outdoor room, or from a premium grade shade fabric to block out heat, U.V,
and glare, whilst maximising airflow to keep cool.
All awnings and sails are custom designed and manufactured to suit each customer’s
particular requirements. Outrigger also manufactures sails and awnings for commercial
applications. Signage can be printed onto our fabric awnings. They can be made to almost
any size and shape, and with Outrigger’s robotic plotter and custom software, complex
three dimensional shapes can be accurately manufactured.
For all applications, Outrigger only uses premium grade fabrics with a 5 years,
manufacturer backed warranty. All fixtures and fittings are of the highest quality ensuring a
durable and stylish design that is tailor made for each customer.
batten awnings: A batten awning houses aluminium tubes (i.e. battens) sewn into fabric
pockets. These battens can be straight or curved to generate a gentle curved appearance.
The curve increases the height under the awning to provide a light, airy feel. The battens
may run either across the awning (parallel) or in line with the awning (perpendicular). They
eliminate flapping and increase awning stability in high winds.
Batten awnings, along with all of Outriggers fixed awnings and sails, are wind rated
structures and are designed and manufactured to withstand winds up to 140km/h. A single
batten awning has no limit to its length (perpendicular to the battens), whilst the width is
generally limited to 10m before another awning is required.
outrigger sails: An Outrigger Sail can be manufactured to almost any size and shape and
may be fixed or retracting. They can be manufactured from rainproof or shade material.
They are typically manufactured with a tri-radial fabric cut–out pattern. This typically divides
a three-sided shape into 12 triangular panels, and a four-sided shape into 16 triangular
panels.
The advantage of a tri-radial fabric pattern is that it aligns the fabric thread lines with the
tension applied at each corner. This maximises the strength of the sail and minimises
stretch and distortion. A tri-radial cut sail will not sag over time.
retracting awnings: Outrigger’s retracting awning is a heavy-duty awning designed and
manufactured to withstand winds of up to 100km/h. They can be manufactured using
waterproof PVC or premium grade shade fabrics.
As all Outrigger awnings, they are custom designed and can be made any size, although
greater than 6m x 6m would be considered large. These awnings normally require posts
to be installed to tension the fabric, however we can make retracting awnings with arms
if the projection is less than 2.8 metres (see below for more information). An awning of up
to 5-6m width would require two posts. Awnings greater than 6m wide generally require a
third, centre post. The fabric roller runs on machined nylon bearings. The fabric runs out
along stainless steel cables these cables (usually two per awning) are attached between the
structure that the awning is attached to and to the top of each tension post. The awnings
are either operated manually by tensioning the fabric using a stainless steel yachting winch
or, automatically with a remote control electric motor fitted inside the fabric roller.
retracting awnings with arms: An outrigger retracting awning with arms is a lightweight
wall mounted structure with either rigid or pivoting aluminium arms that fold vertically flat
against the wall. They are exceptionally robust and can be left out in high winds and heavy
rain. Any of our fabrics can be used.
pergola awnings: Outrigger manufactures sails, batten awnings, and retracting awnings
specifically designed to be mounted on top or underneath existing pergolas. These
awnings can be rainproof or for shade only. They are custom designed so that they can
be tailored to suit any shape or size pergola. The most popular awning for pergolas is
the batten awning. Using the waterproof PVC, it transforms an existing pergola into an all
weather outdoor area. Outrigger fabrics reflect heat, so this will keep the area cool in the
summer months, whilst retracting clear PVC screens (see Roll-up Side Screens) can also
easily be added to keep warmth in for the winter.

frequently asked questions
carport awnings: Most styles of awnings can be specifically designed as carports. These
awnings can be rainproof or for shade only. They can be made to any shape or size. They
can be overlapping sails, or simply a large retracting awning. The most popular carport
awning is a modified batten awning, which may either be freestanding, cantilevered or
attached to a wall on one side. The carport style of batten awning reflects heat and U.V, and
is hail proof and rainproof.
An Outrigger carport awning is designed as a demountable structure and in many instances
does not require council approval.
In rural zones carports can now have a maximum area of 50m. In addition, the maximum size
of a carport on a lot of land with an area greater than 300m2 a carport of 25m2 can now be
built as exempt development.
roll-up side screens/outdoor blinds: An Outrigger roll-up side screen is a retracting awning
that can be set either vertically or at an angle, with the option of being either manually or
electrically operated. They can be used as privacy screens, window shades (this is the most
efficient way of keeping heat out of a room) or to keep an outdoor room warm and protected
from wind using clear PVC. Screens are lowered and tensioned via a crank gearbox mounted
on one end of the roller if manual, or, via an electric motor mounted inside the fabric roller if
motorised. Tension is applied to screens by either using a heavy weighted end batten, or, by
connecting the end batten with stainless steel tension fittings, to the ground or a handrail for
example. As with retracting awnings, side screens are designed to withstand winds of up to
100km/h.
standard awnings: An Outrigger Standard Awning is a fabric panel that is tensioned with an
end batten along either side. It resembles a retracting awning in appearance but has no roller
so the fabric cannot be retracted. Typically, a standard awning will be installed over a deck or
existing frame or pergola. One edge will be attached along the house and the adjacent edge
will be tensioned by two or more freestanding poles, or, to the frame or pergola that it may
be covering. Standard awnings can be designed to fit irregular shapes but suit rectangular
areas. They can be manufactured to all sizes up to approx. 7m x 7m.
fixed awnings: A fixed awning is designed to be left up permanently. Batten awnings, Sails,
Pergola awnings and Standard awnings are generally fixed. A typical fixed awning will be
designed to withstand winds to 140 km/h (awnings can be designed to withstand winds to
200 km/h if required), and the fabric will be double or triple stitched with 5 to 7 reinforcing
layers around the outer edge. A fixed awning can be taken down, however tools will be
required and it will take approximately an hour for each awning.
demountable awnings: A demountable awning or sail is designed and installed with
fittings to facilitate quick set up and take down of the awning. All types of awning can be
designed to be demountable although batten awnings are not easily disassembled and
re-erected without damaging the fabric. Generally sails are the easiest type to demount.
Using rope tension systems inside the poles, a sail can be taken down and re-installed in
a matter of minutes.

which awning designs are suitable for decks?
An Outrigger sail or awning will greatly increase the life span of a deck and reduce the
amount of maintenance that is required. All Outrigger awnings are custom designed and
manufactured and all types of awnings are suitable for installation over a deck. However, size
can be a limitation. Fixed or retracting awnings generally require support every 6m or so.
Decking that is more than 6m wide or long, may require a centre support onto, or
through the deck. If a deck is still in the planning stage, it makes a lot of sense allow for the
awning in the deck design. Sails can span a greater distance without support, so they maybe
a better option for larger decks.

which types of awnings are suitable for pergolas?
Installing an Outrigger awning or sail to a pergola is a simple way to create an outdoor room,
or, to provide a secluded area with some shade with the use of side screens. All types of
Outrigger products can be tailor made to suit an existing pergola, or, perhaps, create a
contemporary look with a custom made, powder coated aluminum structure. This enables
complete control of look and function of the finished product.
With the exception of batten awnings (which only attach to the top), all types of awnings can
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be adapted to fit over or under the top of existing pergolas. These types of awnings can also
be adapted for use over a conservatory or sunroom. These would usually be retracting or
demountable, enabling them to cool the area during summer, whilst being able to make the
most of the winter sun.

which types of awnings are suitable for courtyards?
All types of Outrigger awnings are suitable for installation in courtyard gardens.
Considerations need to take into account the amount of the courtyard to cover, whether
to use a waterproof fabric and whether the awning needs to be fixed or retracting. If the
courtyard is small and has a high wall around most of its perimeter, a permanent, waterproof
awning that covers most or the entire courtyard will limit circulation of air. This will make the
area hot in the summer and block out too much light in the winter. The answer in this case
would be to use a retracting awning or, if there is enough room, cover less area with a fixed
awning. Otherwise, if waterproof fabric is not essential, use a shade fabric like Soltis 92. This
will provide shade from the sun, protection from light rain whilst still letting natural filtered light
through for the winter months.

which materials does Outrigger use for their awnings?
Outrigger uses top grade European fabrics. All fabrics are specifically designed for outdoor
awning and tension structures. All European fabrics are supported by 5 year manufacturer
warranties covering, fading, rotting, U.V degradation, mould and mildew. All fabrics are
chosen for their strength and durability.
For more information please refer to the previous page titled ‘fabric information’, or visit our
website www.outriggerawnings.com.au

how much fall is required for rainproof awnings?
Rainproof awnings require a fall of 100mm per metre, ensuring water doesn’t pool in the
middle of the awning. To create the required fall it may be necessary to mount the awning on
the roof.

do I need Council approval?
Outrigger, in most cases, can design an awning to be demountable and therefore nonpermanent (i.e don’t require council approval). This requires any poles to be placed into
sockets to make them removable, and simple tension devices for the fabric that facilitate
quick set up and removal of the awning. This will be restricted to small to medium sized
awnings.
For complying and full DA structures, local council requirements will change from council to
council and it is advisable to check their website.
For exempt structures, the following conditions are taken from the State Government
website ‘State Environmental Planning Policy (Exempt and Complying Development
Codes) 2008’, view at http://www.legislation.nsw.gov.au/ maintop/view/inforce/
epi+572+2008+cd+0+N. These conditions only apply to permanent structures.
Exempt Structures: The standards specified for exempt structures are as follows, they must;
Be for domestic purposes only, and Not have an area more than 20m2, and Not cause the
total area of all such structures on the lot to be more than 15% of the ground floor area of
the dwelling on the lot, and Not be higher than 3m from ground level (existing), and Must be
setback from side and rear boundaries by 450mm when fully extended. Be located behind
the building line of any road frontage, and *To the extent it is comprised of metal components
– be constructed of low reflective, factory pre-coloured materials, and If it is connected to
a facia – be connected in accordance with a professional engineer’s specifications, and
Not to interfere with the functioning of existing drainage fixtures or flow paths, and If it is
located on a bush fire prone land and is less than 5m from a dwelling – be constructed of
a non – combustible material, and If it is constructed or installed on or in, or in relation to,
a heritage item or a draft heritage item or in a heritage conservation area or a draft heritage
conservation area – be located in the rear yard.

what Guarantees does Outrigger offer?
All Outrigger awnings come with a 5 year fabric warranty covering fading, rotting, and
mildew, a 5 year pole and fitting warranty, and a 3 years workmanship guarantee on the
stitching, awning assembly and installation.
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